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Abstract We investigated the neural representation of locomotion in the nematode C. elegans10

by recording population calcium activity during movement. We report that population activity11

more accurately decodes locomotion than any single neuron. Relevant signals are distributed12

across neurons with diverse tunings to locomotion. Two largely distinct subpopulations are13

informative for decoding velocity and curvature, and different neurons’ activities contribute14

features relevant for different aspects of a behavior or different instances of a behavioral motif.15

To validate our measurements, we labeled neurons AVAL and AVAR and found that their activity16

exhibited expected transients during backward locomotion. Finally, we compared population17

activity during movement and immobilization. Immobilization alters the correlation structure of18

neural activity and its dynamics. Some neurons positively correlated with AVA during movement19

become negatively correlated during immobilization and vice versa. This work provides needed20

experimental measurements that inform and constrain ongoing efforts to understand population21

dynamics underlying locomotion in C. elegans.22

23

Introduction24

Patterns of activity in an animal’s brain should contain information about that animal’s actions and25

movements. Systems neuroscience has long sought to understand how the brain represents be-26

havior. Many of these investigations have necessarily focused on single-unit recordings of individ-27

ual neurons. Such efforts have successfully revealed place cells (O’Keefe andDostrovsky, 1971) and28

head direction cells (Taube et al., 1990; Hafting et al., 2005), for example. But there has also been29

a long history of seeking to understand how neural populations represent motion (Georgopoulos30

et al., 1986; Churchland et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2018). For example, population recordings from31

the central complex in Drosophila reveal that the animal’s heading is represented in the popula-32

tion by a bump of neural activity in a ring attractor network (Kim et al., 2017; Green et al., 2017).33

As population and whole-brain recording methods become accessible, it has become clear that34

locomotory signals are more prevalent and pervasive throughout the brain than previously appre-35

ciated. For example, neural signals that correlate with rodent facial expression and body motion36

were recently reported in sensory areas such as visual cortex (Stringer et al., 2019) and in executive37

decision making areas of dorsal cortex (Musall et al., 2019).38

The known locomotory circuitry in C. elegans focuses on a collection of pre-motor neurons and39

interneurons, including AVA, AVE, AVB, AIB, AIZ, RIM, RIA, RIV, RIB and PVC that have many connec-40
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tions amongst themselves and send signals to downstreammotor neurons involved in locomotion41

such as the A- or B-type or SMDmotor neurons (White et al., 1976; Chalfie et al., 1985; Zheng et al.,42

1999; Gray et al., 2005; Gordus et al., 2015;Wang et al., 2020). These neurons can be grouped into43

categories that are related to forward locomotion, backward locomotion or turns. For example,44

AVA, AIB, RIM are part of a backward locomotory circuit (Zheng et al., 1999; Pirri et al., 2009; Gor-45

dus et al., 2015). AVB and PVC are part of a forward locomotion circuit (Gray et al., 2005; Chalfie46

et al., 1985; Zheng et al., 1999; Li et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2018) and RIV, RIB and RIA are related to47

turns (Gray et al., 2005; Li et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2020; Hendricks et al., 2012). Much of what48

we know about these neurons comes from recordings or manipulations of either single neurons49

at a time, or a selection of neurons simultaneously using sparse promoters (Gray et al., 2005; Guo50

et al., 2009; Arous et al., 2010; Kawano et al., 2011; Piggott et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2018; Wang51

et al., 2020). Only recently has it been possible to record from large populations of neurons first in52

immobile (Schrödel et al., 2013; Prevedel et al., 2014; Kato et al., 2015) and then moving animals53

(Nguyen et al., 2016; Venkatachalam et al., 2016).54

There has not yet been a systematic exploration of the types and distribution of locomotor re-55

lated signals present in the neural population during movement and their tunings. So for example,56

it is not known whether all forward related neurons exhibit duplicate neural signals or whether a57

variety of distinct signals are combined. Interestingly, results from recordings in immobile animals58

suggest that population neural state space trajectories in a low dimensional space may encode59

global motor commands (Kato et al., 2015) , but this has yet to be explored in moving animals.60

Despite growing interest in the role of population dynamics in the worm, their dimensionality, and61

their relation to behavior (Costa et al., 2019; Linderman et al., 2019; Brennan and Proekt, 2019;62

Fieseler et al., 2020) it is not known how locomotory related information contained at the popu-63

lation level compares to that contained at the level of single neurons. And importantly, current64

findings of population dynamics related to locomotion in C. elegans are from immobilized animals.65

While there are clear benefits in studying fictive locomotion (Ahrens et al., 2012; Briggman et al.,66

2005; Kato et al., 2015), it is not known for C. elegans how neural population dynamics during im-67

mobile fictive locomotion compare to population dynamics during actual movement.68

In this work we investigate neural representations of locomotion at the population level by69

recording whole-brain neural activity as the animal crawls on agar. We further construct a decoder70

to predict the animal’s current locomotion from a linear combination of neural activity alone. The71

performance of the decoder gives us confidence in our ability to find locomotory signals, and allows72

us to study how those signals are distributed and represented in the brain.73

We show that distinct subpopulations of neurons encode velocity and body curvature, and that74

these populations include neurons with varied tuning. We also find that the decoder relies on75

different neurons to contribute crucial information at different times. Finally we compared brain-76

wide neural activity during movement and immobilization and observe that immobilization alters77

the correlation structure of neural dynamics.78

Results79

To investigate locomotory-related signals in the brain, we simultaneously recorded calcium activity80

from the majority of the 188 neurons in the head of C. elegans as the animal moved, Figure 1a-c,81

(Nguyen et al., 2016). The animal expressed the calcium indicator GCaMP6s and a fluorescent82

protein RFP in the nuclei of all neurons (strain AML310).83

We report calcium activity as a motion-corrected fluorescence intensity Fmc, described in meth-84

ods. We measured two features of locomotion: velocity and body curvature. Velocity is computed85

from the themovement of a point on the head of the worm as described in themethods. Body cur-86

vature is calculated as the mean curvature along the animal’s centerline and has large deviations87

from zero during turning or coiling.88

We found multiple neurons with calcium activity significantly tuned to either velocity or cur-89

vature (Figure 1). Some neurons were more active during forward locomotion while others were90
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Figure 1. Population calcium activity and tuning of select neurons during spontaneous animal movement.Recording AML310_A . a.) Calcium activity of 134 neurons are simultaneously recorded during locomotion.Activity is displayed as motion-corrected fluorescent intensity Fmc . Neurons are numbered according toagglomerative hierarchical clustering. White space indicates time-points where neural tracking failed. b) Bodybend velocity and body curvature derived from an eigenvalue decomposition, and c) position on the plateduring recording are shown. d.) Example neurons significantly tuned to velocity. Examples are those with thehighest Pearson’s correlation coefficient in each category: activity (or its derivative) with positive (or negative)correlation to velocity. P-values are derived from a shuffling procedure that preserves per-neuron correlationstructure. All tuning curves shown are significant at 0.05% after Bonferroni correction for multiple hypothesistesting (p < 1.9 × 10−4). Boxplot shows median and interquartile range. Blue or orange shaded circles showneural activity at each time point during behavior. e) Example neurons highly tuned to curvature wereselected similarly. No neurons with negative dF∕dt tuning to curvature passed our significance threshold.
Figure 1–Figure supplement 1. Additional details and examples of velocity tuning.
Figure 1–Figure supplement 2. Additional details and examples of curvature tuning .
Figure 1–Figure supplement 3. Number of significantly tuned neurons across recordings.
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more active during backward locomotion (Figure 1d and Figure 1 - Figure Supplement 1). Simi-91

larly some neurons were active during dorsal bends and others during ventral bends (Figure 1e92

and Figure 1 - Figure Supplement 2 ). In some cases, the derivative of the activity was also signifi-93

cantly correlated with features of locomotion. We recorded from additional animals for a total of94

11 animals expressing GCaMP6s (strain AML310 or AML32) and 11 control animals expressing GFP95

(strain AML18) and tabulated the number of significantly tuned neurons in each recording, Figure 196

- Figure Supplement 3. To be classified as “significantly tuned” the neuron’s Pearsons correlation97

coefficient had to both pass a multiple-hypothesis corrected statistical test based on a recording-98

specific shuffle (described in the methods), and exceed a minimum absolute value of 0.4. The99

existence of neural signals correlated with these behaviors is broadly consistent with single-unit100

or sparse recordings during forward and backward locomotion (Arous et al., 2010; Kawano et al.,101

2011; Gordus et al., 2015; Shipley et al., 2014; Kato et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2020) and turning102

(Kocabas et al., 2012; Donnelly et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2016;Wang et al., 2020).103

To validate our population recordings, we investigated the well-characterized neuron pair AVAL104

and AVAR. We labeled those neurons using blue fluorescent protein (BFP) which is spectrally sep-105

arated from the other two colors we use for neuron localization and activity (strain AML310), see106

Figure 2a. These two neurons, called AVA, are a bilaterally symmetric pair with gap junctions be-107

tween them that have been shown to exhibit large calcium transients that begin with the onset108

of backward locomotion, peak around the end of backward locomotion during the onset of for-109

ward locomotion, and then slowly decay (Arous et al., 2010; Kawano et al., 2011; Faumont et al.,110

2011; Shipley et al., 2014; Gordus et al., 2015; Kato et al., 2015). Our measure of AVA’s activity,111

recorded simultaneously with 131 other neurons duringmovement, is consistent with prior record-112

ings where AVA was recorded alone. We note that single-unit recordings of AVA used in previous113

studies lacked the optical sectioning needed to resolve these neurons separately. Here we resolve114

both AVAL and AVAR and find that their activities are similar to one another, and they both exhibit115

the expected transients timed to backward locomotion, Figure 2b. Signal-to-noise in AVAR is higher116

than AVAL because in this recording AVAR lies closer to the imaging objective, while AVAL is on the117

opposite side of the head and therefore must be imaged through the rest of the brain. We also118

report the sum of the individual traces in Figure 2-Figure Supplement 1. The similarity we observe119

between activities of AVAL and AVAR, and the similarities between our recordings of AVA and those120

previously reported in the literature serves to validate our ability to simultaneously record neural121

activity accurately from across the brain. It also suggests that the noise in this recording is modest122

compared to the features of interest in AVA’s calcium transients.123

We recorded from three additional animals and identified AVA neurons in each. The temporal124

derivative of AVA’s activity has previously been shown to correlate with velocity over the range of125

negative (but not positive) velocities (Kato et al., 2015). Consistent with these reports, the deriva-126

tive of AVA’s activity, dFmc∕dt, aggregated across the four population recordings has a negative127

correlation to velocity over the range of negative velocities, Figure 2c.128

In our exemplar recording, AVA’s activity (not its temporal derivative) also correlates with body129

curvature (Figure 1e, neuron #110). Correlation to curvature likely arises because our exemplar130

recording includes many long reversals culminating in deep ventral bends called “omega turns,”131

that coincide in timewith AVA’s peak activity. Taken together, AVA’s activity simultaneously recorded132

from the population is in agreement with prior reports where AVA activity was recorded alone.133

Population decoder outperforms best single neuron134

AVA’s activity is related to the the animal’s velocity, but its activity alone is insufficient to robustly135

decode velocity. For example, AVA is informative during backward locomotion, but contains little in-136

formation about velocity during forward locomotion, Figure 2c. To gain reliable information about137

velocity, the nervous system will need more than the information contained in the activity of AVA.138

In primate motor cortex, for example, linear combinations of activity from the neural population139

provides more information about the direction of a monkey’s armmotion during a reach task than140
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Figure 2. Neuron pair AVA is active during backward locomotion and exhibits expected tuning during movingpopulation recordings. a.) AVAR and AVAL are labeled by BFP under a rig-3 promoter in strain AML310. Twooptical planes are shown from a single volume recorded during free movement. Planes are near the top andbottom of the optical stack, corresponding to the animals’ extreme right and left. The recording is the sameas in Figure 1. Top row shows BFP. Bottom row shows RFP in the nuclei of all neurons. Segmented neuronscentered in the optical plane are labeled with ⊕, while neurons from nearby optical planes are labeled with ◦.Arrow indicates AVAR or AVAL. Numbering corresponds to Figure 1a. b.) Calcium activity of AVAR and AVALduring locomotion in recording AML310_A , same as in Figure 1. c.) Aggregate tuning of AVA across fourindividuals (7 neurons). Boxplot shows median and interquartile range. Lightly shaded blue or orange circlesshow activity at each time point during behavior .
Figure 2–Figure supplement 1. Sum of AVAL and AVAR activity.
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Figure 3. Population neural activity decodes locomotion. a-d.) Performance of the best single neuron (BSN) is compared to a linear populationmodel in decoding velocity and body curvature for the exemplar recording AML310_A shown in Figure 1. a.) Predictions on held-out test set arecompared to measured velocity. Light green shaded region indicates held-out test set. Red arrows indicate examples of features that thepopulation captures better than the BSN. b.) Performance is reported as a coefficient of determination R2
MS evaluated on the mean-subtractedheld-out test data (green points). c,d) Model predictions are compared to measured curvature. e) Performance of velocity decoding is shown forrecordings of n = 11 individuals (strain AML310 and AML32) and for recordings of n = 11 GFP control animals lacking a calcium indicator (strainAML18). Two-sided Wilcoxon rank test is used to test significance of population performance compared to BSN, p = 3.9 × 10−3. Welch’s unequalvariance t-test is used to test significance of population performance compared to GFP control, p = 3.2 × 10−2 f) Performance of curvaturedecoding is shown for all recordings. Each recording is colored the same as in e. p = 3.2 × 10−2 and p = 1.8 × 10−3 for comparisons of populationperformance to that of BSN, and GFP control, respectively.

Figure 3–Figure supplement 1. Performance correlates with maximal GCaMP Fano Factor, a metric of signal.
Figure 3–Figure supplement 2. Neural activity and behavior for all moving calcium imaging recordings (AML310 and AML32).
Figure 3–Figure supplement 3. Neural activity and behavior for all moving GFP control recordings (AML18).
Figure 3–Figure supplement 4. Alternative population models.
Figure 3–Figure supplement 5. Nonlinear fits using best single neuron.
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a single neuron (Georgopoulos et al., 1986). In C. elegans, recordings from single or sparse sets141

of neurons show that multiple neurons have activity related to the animal’s velocity or curvature142

(Arous et al., 2010; Kocabas et al., 2012; Kawano et al., 2011; Piggott et al., 2011; Gordus et al.,143

2015; Kato et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2020). Recordings from immobilized animals further suggest144

that population neural dynamics in a simple low dimensional space may represent locomotion145

(Kato et al., 2015), but this has yet to be explored in moving animals.146

We sought to explicitly compare the information about velocity and curvature contained in the147

population to that contained in a single neuron. To access information in the population, we con-148

structed a decoder that uses linear regression with regularization to relate the weighted sum of149

neurons’ activity to either velocity or curvature. Ridge regression (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970a) was150

performed on 60% of the recording (training set) and the decoder was evaluated on a held-out151

test-set made up of the the remaining 40% of the recording (shaded green in Figure 3a,c). Evalu-152

ating performance on held-out data mitigates potential concerns that performance gains merely153

reflect over-fitting. In the context of held-out data, models with more parameters, even those that154

are over-fit, will not inherently perform better. Cross-validation was used to set hyper-parameters.155

Two regression coefficients are assigned to each neuron, one weight for activity and one for its156

temporal derivative. We compared performance of the population decoder on the held-out test157

set to that of the most correlated single neuron or its derivative on the same held-out test set. Per-158

formance is reported as a coefficient of determination on the mean-subtracted held out test set159

R2
ms,test .160

For the exemplar recording shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2a-b the population performed better161

on the held-out-test set than themost correlated single neuron (or its temporal derivative) for both162

velocity and body curvature, see Figure 3. For velocity, population performance was R2
ms,test = 0.76163

compared to R2
ms,test = 0.43 for the best single neuron; and for curvature population performance164

was R2
ms,test = 0.60 compared to R2

ms,test = 0.34 for the best single neuron. Red arrows in Figure 3165

highlight striking behavior features that the best single neuron misses but that the population166

decoder captures. We also explored alternative population models, including both linear and non-167

linear models with different features, cost penalties, and differing number of parameters Figure 3168

- Figure Supplement 4 and Table 5. Of the populations models we tried, the model used here was169

one of the simplest and also had one of the best mean performances at decoding velocity across170

all recordings, Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 4.171

Activity was recorded from a total of 11 moving animals (Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 2) and172

the linear population model was used to decode each recording (n = 7 recordings of strain AML32;173

n = 4 recordings of strain AML310, also shown in Figure 2c). The population model was compared174

to the best single neuron in each recording. Because the correspondence between neurons across175

animals is not known in these recordings, the identities of neurons used by the population decoder176

and that of the specific best single neuron may vary from recording to recording. The population177

significantly outperformed the best single neuron at decoding the held-out portions of the record-178

ings for both velocity and curvature (p < 0.05 two-sided Wilcoxon rank test).179

There was large worm-to-worm variability in the performance of the decoders. Performance180

across recordings correlated with one metric of the signal in our recordings, the maximal Fano181

factor across neurons of the raw time-varying GCaMP fluorescence intensity,182

FanoGCaMP = maxi

(

�2[Fi,GCaMP]
�[Fi,GCaMP]

)

, (1)
wheremaxi indicates themaximum over all neurons in the recording, and �2 and � are the variance183

and mean respectively of the raw GCaMP activity of the neuron, see Figure 3-Figure Supplement 1.184

Here the variance term is related to the signal in the recording. The recording with the highest185

FanoGCaMP performed best at decoding velocity and curvature. This suggests that variability in per-186

formance may be due in part to variability in the amount of neural signal in our recordings.187
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Figure 4. Example where population decoded a fuller range of animal behavior. a.) The decoding from thebest single neuron and the population model are compared to the measured velocity for example recording
AML32_A . b.) Predictions from the best single neuron saturate at a velocity of approximately 0.1 mm s−1.

In some recordings where the population outperforms the best single neuron, it does so in part188

because the population decodes a fuller range of the animal’s behavior compared to the best single189

neuron. Recording AML32_A shows a striking example: the best single neuron captures velocity190

dynamics for negative velocities, but saturates at positive velocities. The population decoder, by191

contrast, captures velocity dynamics during both forward and backward locomotion during the192

held-out test set, and covers a larger fraction of the held-out velocity range, see Figure 4.193

Motion artifact is of potential concern because it may resemble neural signals correlated to194

behavior (Nguyen et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2013). For example, if a neuron is compressed during195

a head bend, it may increase local fluorophore density causing a calcium-independent increase in196

fluorescence that would erroneously appear correlated with head bends. We address this concern197

in all our recordings by extracting a motion corrected calcium signal derived from a comparison of198

GCaMP and RFP dynamics in the same neuron. All strains in this work express a calcium insensitive199

RFP in every neuron in addition to GCaMP. Motion artifacts should affect both fluorophores simi-200

larly. Therefore, the motion correction algorithm subtracts off those dynamics that are common201

to both GCaMP and RFP timeseries (details in methods).202

To validate our motion correction, and to rule out the possibility that our decoder primarily203

relies on non-neural signals such as those from motion artifact, we recorded from control ani-204

mals lacking calcium indicators. These animals expressed GFP in place of GCaMP (11 individuals,205

strain AML18, RFP was also expressed in all neurons). GFP emits a similar range of wavelengths to206

GCaMP but is insensitive to calcium. Recordings from these control animals were subject to similar207

motion artifact but contained no neural activity because they lack calcium sensors (Figure 3-Figure208

Supplement 3). Recordings from GFP control animals were subject to the same motion correction209

as GCaMP animals. For both velocity and curvature, the average population model performance210

was significantly worse at decoding calcium-insensitive GFP control recordings than the calcium-211

sensitive GCaMP recordings (Figure 3e-f, median performanceR2ms, test = 0.56 for GCaMP compared212

to 0.30 for GFP control at decoding velocity, and median performance R2ms, test = 0.29 for GCaMP213

compared to 0.04 for GFP control for curvature, p < 0.05Welch’s unequal variance test), suggesting214

that the decoder’s performance relies on neural signals. Taken together we find that a simple lin-215

ear combination of neurons performs better at decoding velocity or curvature than the best single216

neuron, and that the population decoder is not primarily relying on motion artifact.217
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Types of signals used to decode from the population218

We further sought to understand how information across the population was utilized by the de-219

coder. We were interested in this for two reasons, first because it should provide insights into220

how the population model is able to decode effectively. And second, because an effective strategy221

adopted by the decoder may also be available to the brain, understanding how the decoder works222

also illustrates plausible strategies that the brain could employ to represent locomotion.223

To investigate how the decoder utilizes information from the population, we inspect the neu-224

ral weights assigned by the decoder. The decoder assigns one weight for each neuron’s activity,225

WF , and another for the temporal derivative of its activity, W dF
dt
. It uses ridge regularization to pe-226

nalize weights with large amplitudes, which is equivalent to a Bayesian estimation of the weights227

assuming a zero-mean Gaussian prior. In the exemplar recording from Figure 1, the distribution228

of weights for both velocity and curvature are indeed both well-approximated by a Gaussian dis-229

tribution centered at zero. This suggests that the decoder does not need to deviate significantly230

from the prior in order to perform well. In particular, although changing the sign of any weight231

would not incur a regularization penalty, the decoder relies roughly equally on neurons that are232

positively and negatively tuned to velocity, and similarly for curvature.233

At the population level, the decoder assigns weights that are roughly distributed evenly be-234

tween activity signals F and temporal derivative of activity signals dF∕dt (Figure 5a,b). But at the235

level of individual neurons, the weight assigned to a neuron’s activity WF was not correlated with236

the weight assigned to the temporal derivative of its activity W dF
dt
(Figure 5-Figure Supplement 1).237

Again, this is consistent with the model’s prior distribution of the weights. However, given that238

the model could have relied more heavily on either activity signals F or on temporal derivative239

signals dF∕dt without penalty, we find it interesting that the decoder did not need to deviate from240

weighting them roughly equally in order to perform well.241

We wondered what types of signals are combined by the decoder. For example, it is conceptu-242

ally useful to consider a simple null hypothesis in which multiple neurons exhibit exact copies of243

the same behavior-related signal with varying levels of noise. In that case, the population decoder244

would outperform the best single neuron merely by summing over duplicate noisy signals. We245

inspected the activity traces of the top weighted neurons in our exemplar recording (Figure 5c,d).246

Some highly weighted neurons had activity traces that appeared visually similar to the animal’s247

locomotory trace for the duration of the recording (e.g.#80 for curvature) and other neurons had248

activity that might plausibly be noisy copies of each other (e.g. #12 and #60 for velocity). But other249

highly weighted neurons had activity traces that were distinct or only matched specific features of250

the locomotory behavior. For example negatively weighted neuron #59 exhibited distinct positive251

peaks during dorsal turns (green arrows), but did not consistently exhibit corresponding negative252

peaks during ventral turns. This is consistent with prior reports of neurons such as SMDD that253

are known to exhibit peaks during dorsal but not ventral head bends (Hendricks et al., 2012; Shen254

et al., 2016; Kaplan et al., 2020).255

In the recording shown, we also find some neurons that have activity matched to only specific256

instances of a behavior motif. For example, the temporal derivative of the activity of neuron #84257

contributes distinct peaks to ventral bends at approximately 105 s and 210 s, but not during similar258

ventral turns at other time points (Figure 5d, blue arrows). Conversely, highly weighted neuron259

#77 contributes sharp peaks corresponding to four other ventral bends (Figure 5d, red arrows)260

that are absent from neuron #84. Similarly (although perhaps less striking) for velocity, neurons261

#24 and #110 contribute peaks for one set of reversals (Figure 5c, red arrows), while neuron #44262

contributes peaks to a complimentary set of two reversals (Figure 5c, blue arrows). Similarly in263

recording AML32_A , different neurons contribute peaks of activity corresponding to different sets264

of ventral or dorsal turns, Figure 5 - Figure Supplement 3. While we observed this effect in some265

recordings, it was not obviously present in every recording.266

From this inspection of highly weighted neurons, we conclude that in at least some recordings267
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Figure 5. Weights assigned to neurons by the population model in the exemplar recording, and their respective tuning. a.) The weightWassigned to each neuron’s activity (Fmc) or its temporal derivative (dFmc∕dt) by the velocity population decoder is plotted against its Pearson’sCorrelation coefficient � which characterizes its tuning to velocity. Recording AML310_A is shown, same as in Figure 1. Dashed red line shows lineof best fit. Right panel shows the observed distribution of weights. A zero-mean Gaussian with standard deviation set to the empiricallyobserved standard deviation is also shown. b.) Same as in a, but for curvature. c.) Tuning and activity of the top highest amplitude weightedneurons is shown. Activity of each neuron is time aligned to the observed behavior (top row). Neurons are labeled corresponding to theirnumber in the heatmap in Figure 1. Their rank and weightW in the decoder is listed. Red arrows highlight peaks in the temporal derivative ofactivity of neuron #24 and #110, while cyan arrows highlight peaks of neuron #34. Y- and X-axes labels and scales are preserved withinindividual rows and columns, respectively. Light green shading indicates the held-out portion of the recording. d) Same as c but for curvature.Red and cyan arrows show two sets of deep ventral bends that are captured by different neurons. Green arrows show dorsal bends.
Figure 5–Figure supplement 1. Comparison of weights assigned to a neuron’s activity versus its temporal derivative.
Figure 5–Figure supplement 2. Comparison of weights assigned for decoding velocity vs decoding curvature.
Figure 5–Figure supplement 3. Example traces of highly weighted neurons used to decode curvature in AML32_A .
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Figure 6. Number of neurons needed by the model to decode velocity and curvature. a.) The minimumnumber of neurons needed for a restricted model to first achieve a given performance is plotted fromrecording AML310_A in Figure 1. Performance, R2MS,all is reported separately for velocity (blue) and curvature(green) and is calculated on the entire recording (test and train). Intersect refers to the intersection of the setof neurons included in both partial models (velocity and curvature) for a given performance. Red dashed line,
N90, indicates number of neurons needed to achieve 90% of full model performance. b.) N90 is computed forvelocity and curvature for all recordings. The number of neurons present in both populations at 90%performance level (intersection) is shown. Box shows median and interquartile range. c)N90 for all recordingsis shown plotted verses the performance of the full population velocity or curvature decoder, respectively.Number of intersection neurons (red ’x’) is plotted at the higher of either the velocity or curvature’sperformance.
Figure 6–video 1. Animation showing partial model performance as neurons are added, corresponding to
Figure 6a. Top panel shows performance R2MS,all evaluated on both test and training set . Bottom left shows
measured velocity (black) and decoded velocity (blue). Gray shading indicates test set. Bottom right shows
measured velocity compared to decoded velocity for training (blue) and test set (green).
Table 1. Number of neurons needed to achieve 90% of full model performance, N90, reported as (median ±standard deviation), across all 11 recordings.
Velocity N90 Curvature N90 Intersection N90 Total Recorded

27 ± 16 31 ± 18 7 ± 5 121 ± 12

the decoder is not primarily averaging over duplicate signals. Instead the decoder sums together268

different types of neural signals, including those that capture only a certain feature of a behavior269

(e.g. dorsal turns or ventral turns, but not both) or that seemingly capture only certain instance of270

the same behavior motif (some reversals but not others).271

Majority of decoder’s performance is provided by a subset of neurons272

We wondered how many neurons the model relies upon to achieve most of its performance. The273

magnitude of a neuron’s assigned weight reflects its relative usefulness in decoding locomotion.274

Therefore we investigated performance of a restricted population model that had access to only275

thoseN neurons that were most highly weighted by the full model. We sequentially increased the276

number of neurons N and evaluated the partial model performance (Figure 6 - video 1). In this277

way we estimated the number of neurons needed to first achieve a given performance (Figure 6a).278

Because we were interested in probing the particular successful set of weights that the model had279

found, we constrained the relative weights of neurons in the partial model to match those of the280

full model. We note that adding a neuron gave the model access to both that neuron’s activity and281

its temporal derivative. We define the number of neurons needed to first achieve 90% full model282

performance as theN90 and use this value as an estimate of the number of important neurons for283

decoding. For the exemplar recording AML310_A , 90% of the model’s performance was achieved284

when including only 13 neurons for velocity, and only 4 neurons for curvature.285
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Across all recordings we saw large variability in the number of important neurons N90 (Fig-286

ure 6b,c and Table 1) with amedian of 27 neurons for velocity and 31 for curvature. By comparison,287

our recordings contained a median total of 121 neurons. On average, the decoder relies on less288

than 25% of the neurons in a recording to achieve the majority of its decoding performance.289

Largely distinct sub-populations contain information for velocity and curvature290

We wondered how a neuron’s role in decoding velocity relates to its role in decoding curvature.291

Most neurons that have been well characterized in the literature, such as AVE and SMD, have been292

ascribed roles to either velocity or curvature but not both. RIB may be exception, and has recently293

been proposed to be involved in both reversals and turns (Wang et al., 2020). In the exemplar294

recording AML310_A , there was no obvious population-wide trend between the magnitude of a295

neuron’s weight at decoding velocity and the magnitude of its weight at decoding curvature for296

either F , dF∕dt or both, see Figure 5 - Figure Supplement 2. Furthermore, only one neuron had297

overlap between theN90 = 13 neurons needed to achieve 90% of full model performance at decod-298

ing velocity and the N90 = 4 neurons needed for curvature in this recording, see Figure 6a. Across299

all recordings only 7 ± 5 (median ± std) neurons were included in both N90 for the velocity and300

curvature sub-populations, labeled “intersect” neurons in Figure 6b,c and Table 1. Taken together,301

this suggests that largely distinct sub-populations of neurons in the brain contain the majority of302

information important for decoding velocity and curvature.303

Immobilization alters the correlation structure of neural dynamics304

Recordings of brain-wide calcium activity of immobilized C. elegans provided evidence to suggest305

that the population may be involved in representing locomotion or motor commands (Kato et al.,306

2015). Specifically thesemotor commandsmaybe represented as neural trajectories through a low-307

dimensional state space defined by principle components determined by the correlation structure308

of population neural activity in the recording. Those experiments also noted some differences be-309

tween the activity of neurons in immobilized population recordings and the same neuron recorded310

alone in a moving animal. For example, neuron RIM exhibited seemingly slower dynamics in im-311

mobilized population recordings than in sparse recordings during movement. We wondered what312

changes may exist at the population level between moving and immobilized animals.313

We recorded population activity from a moving animal crawling in a microfluidic chip and then314

immobilized that animal partway through the recording by delivering the paralytic levamisole, as315

has been used previously (Gordus et al., 2015; Kato et al., 2015). Neural dynamics from the same316

population of neurons in the same animal were therefore directly compared during movement317

and immobilization, Figure 7.318

Immobilization changed the correlation structure of neural activity. Clusters of neurons that319

had been correlated with one another during movement were no longer correlated during immo-320

bilization (see Figure 7e, top row, blocks of contiguous yellow on the diagonal during movement321

that are absent or disrupted during immobilization ). Notably, many neurons that had been only322

weakly positively correlated or had negative correlations during movement became strongly posi-323

tively correlated with one another during immobilization forming a large block (Figure 7e, bottom,324

large contiguous yellow square that appears on the lower right along the diagonal during immobi-325

lization).326

To further quantify the change in correlation structure, we defined a dissimilarity metric, the327

rootmean squared change in pairwise correlations
√

⟨

(�′i,j − �i,j)2
⟩, and applied it to the correlation328

matrices during movement and immobilization within this recording, and also to two additional329

recordingswith paralytic. As a control, we alsomeasured the change in correlation structure across330

two similar time windows in the 11moving recordings. The change in correlations frommovement331

to immobilization was significantly larger than changes observed in correlations in themoving-only332

recordings (p = 1.2 × 10−2, Welch’s unequal variance t-test) see Figure 7f andmethods. This suggests333
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Figure 7. Immobilization alters the correlation structure of neural activity. a). Calcium activity is recorded from an animal as it moves and then isimmobilized with a paralytic drug, recording AML310_E . b.) Activity of AVAL and AVAR from (a). c.) Population activity (or its temporal derivative)from (a) is shown projected onto its first three PCs, as determined by only the immobilized portion of the recording d.) Neural state spacetrajectories from (c) are shown split into moving and immobile portions, color coded by time. Scale and axes are same. e.) Pairwise correlationsof neural activity �i,j are shown as heatmaps for all neurons during movement and immobilization, sorted via clustering algorithm. Top row issorted to movement, bottom row is sorted to immobilization. f) Dissimilarity between correlation matrices for moving and immobile portions ofa recording are shown compared to the dissimilarity observed between correlation matrices taken at similar time windows within moving-only
recordings. Dissimilarity is

√

⟨

(�′i,j − �i,j )2
⟩. Dissimilarity was measured in 3 moving-immobile recordings with paralytic and 11 moving-only

recordings. p = 1.2 × 10−2, Welch’s unequal variance t-test. Boxes show median and interquartile range.
Figure 7–Figure supplement 1. Example from additional moving-to-immobile recording.
Figure 7–Figure supplement 2. Immobile-only recording.
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that immobilization alters the correlation structure more than would occur by chance in a moving334

worm.335

We next inspected the neural dynamics themselves (Figure 7a, c). Low-dimensional stereo-336

typed trajectories, called manifolds, have been suggested to represent C. elegans locomotion in a337

neural state-space defined by the first three principal components of the temporal derivative of338

neural activity (Kato et al., 2015). We therefore performed Principal Components Analysis (PCA)339

on the neural activity (or its temporal derivative) of our recording during the immobilization pe-340

riod, so as to generate a series of principal components or PC’s that capture the major orthogonal341

components of the variance during immobilization. Population activity during the entire record-342

ing was then projected into these first three PCs defined during immobilization, Figure 7c. Neural343

state space trajectories during immobilization were more structured and stereotyped than during344

movement and exhibited similarities to previous reports, see Figure 7c,d.345

Recordings from a second animal was similar and showed pronounced cyclic activity in the first346

PC of the temporal derivative of neural activity, see Figure 7-Figure Supplement 1b,c. Neural state347

space trajectories were even more striking and periodic in recordings where the animal had been348

immobilized for many minutes prior to recording (see Figure 7-Figure Supplement 2, especially349

PC1). The emergence of structured neural state-space dynamics during immobilization is consis-350

tent with the significant change to the correlation structure observed in neural activity. Taken351

together, these measurements suggest that immobilization alters the correlation structure and352

dynamics of neural activity and may have implications for the interpretation of immobile neural353

dynamics.354

We further investigated the activity of neuron pair AVA and its correlation to other neurons355

duringmovement and immobilization in the recording shown in Figure 7. AVA’s activity was roughly356

consistent with prior reports. During movement AVA exhibited a sharp rise in response to most357

instances of the animal’s backward locomotion, as expected, see Figure 7b. During immobilization,358

AVA exhibited slow cycles of activity captured in one of the first three PCs.359

And during both movement and immobilization AVAL and AVAR were consistently highly corre-360

lated with one another (� > 0.89) and participated in a small cluster of positively correlated neurons361

(most clearly visible in Figure 7e bottom row, small block around AVA).362

Interestingly, immobilization induced many neurons to change the sign of their correlations363

with AVA. For example, some neurons, such as #43 and #44, that had negative correlation co-364

efficients with respect to AVA during movement but had positive correlation coefficients during365

immobilization (Fig Figure 8a,b,d). Similarly, some neurons, such as #23 and #33 that had positive366

correlation coefficientswith respect to AVA duringmovement, had negative correlation coefficients367

with respect to AVA during immobilizaton. On average, neurons in this recording become signif-368

icantly more positively correlated to AVA upon immobilization than during movement (p = 0.019369

Wilcoxon ranked test), Figure 8c.370

Taken together, ourmeasurements show that immobilization significantly alters the correlation371

structure of neural activity. Immobilization also causes neurons to change their correlation with372

known well-characterized neurons, like AVA, from negatively-correlated to positively-correlated, or373

vice versa.374

Discussion375

Our measurements show that a linear decoder can predict the animal’s current velocity and body376

curvature from neural signals in the population. This suggests that a linear combination of activity377

from different neurons is one plausible mechanism that the brain may employ to represent be-378

havior. However, our results do not preclude the brain from using other methods for representing379

behavior. And in all cases, the measurements here do not distinguish between neural signals that380

drive locomotion, such as motor commands; and neural signals that monitor locomotion gener-381

ated elsewhere, such as proprioceptive feedback (Wen et al., 2012). The decoder likely uses a mix382
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Figure 8. Correlations with respect to AVAL and AVAR during movement and immobilization. a.) The pearson’s correlation of each neuron’sactivity to AVAR and AVAL is shown during movement and immobilization. Selected neurons are numbered as in Figure 7 (same recording,
AML310_E ). Neurons are sorted according to their correlation during movement. b.) Scatter plot shows relation between a neuron’s correlationto AVA during movement and its correlation during immobilization. Gray squares and blue circles indicate correlation to AVAL and AVAR,respectively. c.) On average, neurons become more positively correlated to AVA upon immobilization, p = 0.019Wilcoxon ranked test. Box showsmedian and interquartile range. d.) Activity traces of selected neurons are shown time aligned to AVA. Green and purple shading indicatepositive or negative correlation to AVA, respectively.
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of both. Future perturbation studies are needed to distinguish population-level signals that drive383

locomotion from those that monitor locomotion.384

How should we interpret the finding that the decoder is linear? It has been observed that even385

very non-linear neural systems can encode information linearly. For example, the vertebrate retina386

hasmanyhighly non-linear connections but a linear decoder performs indistinguishably fromanar-387

tificial neural network at decoding visual signals from populations of retinal ganglian cells(Warland388

et al., 1997). C. elegansmay be another example, like the retina, of a non-linear system that repre-389

sents information linearly. The C. elegans nervous system, however, also contains known instances390

of connections that appear linear over a physiologically relevant range of activities (Liu et al., 2009;391

Lindsay et al., 2011; Narayan et al., 2011). So, it is also possible that the linear representation of392

behavior in C. elegans reflects linear circuitry in the brain.393

We note that our exploration of non-linear models was not exhaustive. Although we tested a394

selection of non-linear models at the single neuron Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 5 and population395

level Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 4, it is possible that a different non-linear model would perform396

better. And it is also possible that one of the non-linear models we did test would perform better397

with more training data. Complex models, including non-linear models, tend to have more param-398

eters and are therefore prone to overfitting when trained on limited data. If a non-linear model399

performed poorly on our held-out data due to overfitting, it may perform better when trained400

with longer recordings. Poor performance here therefore does not inherently preclude a non-401

linear model from being useful for describing behavior signals in the C. elegans nervous system.402

Future work with longer recordings or the ability to aggregate training across multiple recordings403

is needed to better evaluate whether more complex models would outperform the simple linear404

decoder.405

The types of signals used by the decoder are informative. The decoder uses a mix of neural406

activity signals and their temporal derivatives. This is consistent with prior reports that for some407

neurons, like AVA, it is the temporal derivative of activity that correlates with aspects of locomotion408

(Kato et al., 2015) while for other neurons, such as AIY, it is the activity itself (Luo et al., 2014). Tem-409

poral derivatives are one way for a model to incorporate temporal information. That the temporal410

derivative is informative, suggests that the nervous system cares not only about activity at this in-411

stant in time, but also about preceding moments. Future models could explicitly assign weights to412

the same neural activity at more time points, although this would likely require more training data413

to avoid overfitting.414

Some of the signals used by the decoder were consistently correlated with locomotion through-415

out the duration of the recording. But other signals used by the decoder had pronounced peaks of416

activity that were relevant only for particular aspects. For example, some neurons had peaks that417

corresponded only to ventral but not dorsal turns, or vice versa. This is consistent with neurons418

such as RIVL/R that are active during ventral turns (Wang et al., 2020) or the SMDDs or SMDVs419

that have activity peaks during either dorsal or ventral head bends respectively (Hendricks et al.,420

2012; Shen et al., 2016; Kaplan et al., 2020). Intriguingly, the decoder sometimes used signals that421

had peaks of activity only for particular instances of what appeared to be the same behavior motif,422

for example one reversal event but not another. By summing up contributions from multiple neu-423

rons, the populationmodel was able to capture relevant activity fromdifferent neurons at different424

times to decode all instances of the behavioral motif.425

One possible explanation is that superficially similar behavioral features like turns may actually426

consist of different underlying behaviors. For example, seemingly similar turns, on closer inspec-427

tion, can be further subdivided into distinct groups (Broekmans et al., 2016). The neural represen-428

tation associated with a motif may also depend on its behavioral context, including the behaviors429

that follow or proceed it. For example, the temporal derivative of activity of AIB has been shown to430

be elevated during those reversals that are followed by turns compared to those followed by for-431

ward locomotion (Wang et al., 2020). The population may contain a variety of such neurons, each432

tuned to only a specific context of a given behavior, which would give rise to the neurons used by433
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the decoder that are seemingly tuned to some instances of a motif and not others. The granularity434

with which to classify behaviors and how to take into account context and behavioral hierarchies435

remains an active area of research in C. elegans (Liu et al., 2018; Kaplan et al., 2020) and in other436

model systems (Berman et al., 2016; Datta et al., 2019). Ultimately, finding distinct neural signals437

may help inform our understanding of distinct behavior states and vice versa.438

A related possibility is that the same behavior motifs are initiated in the head through different439

neural pathways. Previous work has suggested that activity in either of two different sets of head440

interneurons, AVA/AVE/AVD or AIB/RIM, are capable of inducing reversal behavior independently441

(Piggott et al., 2011). If these or other neurons were active only for a subset of reversals, it could442

explain why some neurons seem to have activity relevant for some behavioral instances but not443

others. The specific neurons listed in (Piggott et al., 2011) do not fit the pattern observed in our444

measurements in part because we observe that AVA shows expected activity transients for nearly445

all large reversals. But it is possible that other neurons in the two subsets, or indeed other subsets446

of neurons, provide relevant activity for only some instances of a behavior.447

Similarly, different sensory modalities such as mechanosensation (Chalfie et al., 1985), ther-448

mosensation (Croll, 1975) and chemosensation (Ward, 1973) are known to evoke common be-449

havioral outputs via sensory pathways that have both common and distinct elements. For ex-450

ample, both polymodal nociceptive stimuli detected from ASH (Mellem et al., 2002) and anterior451

mechanosensory stimuli detected from soft touch neurons ALM and AVM (Wicks and Rankin, 1995)452

activate reversals through shared circuitry containing AVA, among other common neurons. It is453

possible that the neural activities we observe for different behavioral motifs reflect sensory signals454

that arrive through different sensory pathways to evoke a common downstream motor response.455

By inspecting the neural weights assigned by our model, we found that only a fraction of neu-456

rons are necessary for the model to achieve 90% of its performance. Sub-populations of neurons457

withmodest overlap contribute themajority of information for decoding velocity and curvature, re-458

spectively. This is consistent with other reports, including recent work suggesting that turning and459

reverse circuits are largely distinctmodules except for a select few neurons, such as RIB, whichmay460

be involved in both (Wang et al., 2020). Future studies using newly developed methods for identi-461

fying neurons (Yemini et al., 2020) are needed to reveal the identities of those neurons weighted462

by the decoder for decoding velocity, curvature, or both.463

That C. elegans neural dynamics exhibit different correlation structure during movement than464

during immobilization has implications for neural representations of locomotion. For example, it465

is now common to use dimensionality reduction techniques like PCA to search for low-dimensional466

trajectories or manifolds that relate to behavior or decision making in animals undergoing move-467

ment (Churchland et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2012; Shenoy et al., 2013) or in immobilized animals468

undergoing fictive locomotion (Briggman et al., 2005; Kato et al., 2015). PCA critically depends469

on the correlation structure to define its principal components. In C. elegans, the low-dimensional470

neural trajectories observed in immobilized animals undergoing fictive locomotion, and the un-471

derlying correlation structure that defines those trajectories, are being used to draw conclusions472

about neural dynamics of actual locomotion. Our measurements suggest that to obtain a more473

complete picture of C. elegans neural dynamics related to locomotion, it will be helpful to probe474

neural state space trajectories recorded during actual locomotion: both because the neural dy-475

namics themselves may differ during immobilization, but also because the correlation structure476

observed in the network, and consequently the relevant principal components, change upon im-477

mobilization. These changes may be due to proprioception (Wen et al., 2012), or due to different478

internal states associated with fictive versus actual locomotion.479
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Table 2. Strains used. Associated Research Resource Identifiers are listed in Key Resources.

Strain Genotype Expression Role Reference
AML310 wtfIs5[Prab-3::NLS::GCaMP6s; Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP];

wtfEx258 [Prig-3::tagBFP::unc-54]
tag-RFP and GCaMP6s in neuronal
nuclei; BFP in cytoplasm of AVA and
some pharyngeal neurons (likely I1,
I4, M4 and NSM)

Calcium
imaging
with AVA
label

This
Study

AML32 wtfIs5[Prab-3::NLS::GCaMP6s; Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP] tag-RFP and GCaMP6s in neuronal
nuclei

Calcium
imaging

(Nguyen
et al.,
2017)

AML18 wtfIs3[Prab-3::NLS::GFP, Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP] tag-RFP and GFP in neuronal neculei Control (Nguyen
et al.,
2016)

Methods480

Key Resources481

Reagent type
(species) or re-
source

Designation Source or Reference Identifiers

strain, strain back-
ground (C. elegans)

AML310 this work
strain, strain back-
ground (C. elegans)

AML32 (Nguyen et al., 2017) RRID:WBI-
STRAIN:WBStrain00000192

strain, strain back-
ground (C. elegans)

AML18 (Nguyen et al., 2016) RRID:WBI-
STRAIN:WBStrain00000191

482

Strains483

Three strains were used in this study, see Table 2. AML32 (Nguyen et al., 2017) and AML310 were484

used for calcium imaging. AML18 (Nguyen et al., 2016) served as a calcium insensitive control.485

Strain AML310 is similar to AML32 but includes additional labels to identify AVA neurons. AML310486

was generatedby injecting 30ng/µl of Prig-3::tagBFPplasmid into AML32 strains (wtfIs5[Prab-3::NLS487

::GCaMP6s; Prab-3::NLS::tagRFP]). AML310 worms were selected and maintained by picking indi-488

viduals expressing BFP fluorescence in the the head. Animals were cultivated in the dark on NGM489

plates with a bacterial lawn of OP50.490

Whole brain imaging491

Whole brain imaging in moving animals492

Whole brain imaging of moving animals was performed as described previously (Nguyen et al.,493

2016, 2017). Table 3 lists all recording used in the study and Table 4 cross-lists the recordings ac-494

cording to figure. Briefly, adult animals were placed on an imaging plate (a modified NGM media495

lacking cholesterol and with agarose in place of agar) and covered with mineral oil to provide opti-496

cal index matching to improve contrast for behavior imaging (Leifer et al., 2011). A coverslip was497

placed on top of the plate with 100 µm plastic spacers between the coverglass and plate surface.498

The coverslip was fixed to the agarose plate with valap. Animals were recorded on a customwhole499

brain imaging system, which simultaneously records four video streams to image the calcium ac-500

tivity of the brain while simultaneously capturing the animal’s behavior as the animal crawls on501

agar in two-dimensions. We record 10x magnification darkfield images of the body posture, 10x502

fluorescence images of the head for real-time tracking, and two 40x image streams of the neurons503
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Table 3. Recordings used in this study.
Unique ID Strain Duration

(mins)
Notes

AML310_A AML310 4 Ca2+ imaging w/ AVA label, moving
AML310_B 4
AML310_C 4
AML310_D 4
AML310_E AML310 8 Ca2+ imaging w/ AVA label, moving-to-immobile
AML310_F 8
AML310_G AML310 15 Ca2+ imaging w/ AVA label, immobile
AML32_A AML32 11 Ca2+ imaging, moving
AML32_B 11
AML32_C 10
AML32_D 11
AML32_E 4
AML32_F 5
AML32_G 4
AML32_H AML32 13 Ca2+ imaging, moving-to-immobile
AML18_A AML18 10 GFP control, moving
AML18_B 10
AML18_C 7
AML18_D 5
AML18_E 5
AML18_F 6
AML18_G 9
AML18_H 6
AML18_I 7
AML18_J 6
AML18_K 6

in the head, one showing tagRFP and one showing either GCaMP6s, GFP, or BFP. The 10x images504

are recorded at 50 frames/s, and the 40x fluorescence images are recorded at a rate of 200 opti-505

cal slices/s, with a resulting acquisition rate of 6 head volumes/s. Recordings were stopped when506

the animal ran to the edge of the plate,when they left the field of view, or when photobleaching507

decreased the contrast between tag-RFP and background below a minimum level. Intensity of ex-508

citation light for fluorescent imaging was adjusted from recording to recording to achieve different509

tradeoffs between fluorescence intensity and recording duration.510

Moving recordings had to meet the following criteria. The animal had to be active and the511

recording had to be at least 200 seconds. The tag-RFP neurons also had to be successfully seg-512

mented and tracked via our analysis pipeline.513

Moving to immobile transition experiments514

Adult animals were placed in a PDMSmicrofludic artificial dirt style chip (Lockery et al., 2008) filled515

with M9 medium where the animal could crawl. The chip was imaged on the whole brain imaging516

system. A computer controlled microfluidic pump system delivered either M9 buffer or M9 buffer517

with the paralytic levamisole or tetramisole to the microfluidic chip. Calcium activity was recorded518

from the worm as M9 buffer flowed through the chip with a flow rate of order a milliliter a minute.519
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Table 4. List of recordings included in each figure.
Figure Recordings
Figure 1; Figure 1 - Figure Supplement 1;Figure 1
- Figure Supplement 2;

AML310_A

Figure 1 - Figure Supplement 3 AML310_A-D, AML32_A-G, AML18_A-K

Figure 2a,b; Figure 2 - Figure Supplement 1 AML310_A

Figure 2c AML310_A-D

Figure 3a-d AML310_A

Figure 3e,f AML310_A-D, AML32_A-G, AML18_A-K

Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 1; Figure 3 - Figure
Supplement 2; Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 4;
Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 5

AML310_A-D, AML32_A-G

Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 3 AML18_A-K

Figure 4 AML32_A

Figure 5; Figure 5 - Figure Supplement 1; Figure 5
- Figure Supplement 2

AML310_A

Figure 5 - Figure Supplement 3 AML32_A

Figure 6a,b; Figure 6 - video 1 AML310_A

Figure 6c AML310_A-D, AML32_A-G

Figure 7a-f AML310_E

Figure 7g AML310_A-F, AML32_A-H

Figure 7 - Figure Supplement 1 AML32_H

Figure 7 - Figure Supplement 2 AML310_G

Figure 8 AML310_E
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Partway through the recording, the drug buffer mixture was delivered at the same flow rate. At520

the conclusion of the experiment for AML310 worms, BFP was imaged.521

Different drug concentrations were tried for different recordings to find a good balance be-522

tween rapidly immobilizing the animal without also inducing the animal to contract and deform.523

Paralytic concentrations used were: 400 �M for AML310_E , 100 �M for AML310_F , and 5 �M for524

AML32_H .525

Recordings were performed until a recording achieved the following criteria for inclusion: 1) the526

animal showed robust locomotion during the moving portion of the recording, including multiple527

reversals. 2) The animal quickly immobilized upon application of the drug. 3) The animal remained528

immobilized for the remainder of the recording except for occasional twitches, 4) the immobiliza-529

tion portion of the recording was of sufficient duration to allow us to see multiple cycles of the530

stereotyped neural state space trajectories if present and 5) for strain AML310, neurons AVAL and531

AVAR were required to be visible and tracked throughout the entirety of the recording. For the532

statistics of correlation structure in Figure 7f, recording AML310_F was also included even though533

it did not meet all criteria (it lacked obvious reversals).534

Whole brain imaging in immobile animals535

We performed whole brain imaging in adult animals immobilized with 100 nm polystyrene beads536

(Kim et al., 2013). The worms were then covered with a glass slide, sealed with valap, and imaged537

using the Whole Brain Imager.538

Neuron segmentation, tracking and fluorescence extraction539

Neurons were segmented and tracked using the the Neuron Registration Vector Encoding (NeRVE)540

and clustering approach described previously (Nguyen et al., 2017) withminormodifications which541

are highlighted below. As before, video streams were spatially aligned with beads and then syn-542

chronized using light flashes. The animals’ posture was extracted using an active contour fit to the543

10x darkfield images. But in a departure from the method in (Nguyen et al., 2017), the high mag-544

nification fluorescent images are now straightened using a different centerline extracted directly545

from the fluorescent images. As in (Nguyen et al., 2017), the neural dynamics were then extracted546

by segmenting the neuronal nuclei in the red channel and straightening the image according to the547

body posture. Using repeated clustering, neurons are assigned identities over time. The GCaMP548

signal was extracted using the neural positions found from tracking. The pipeline returns datasets549

containing RFP and GCaMP6s fluorescence values for each successfully tracked neuron over time,550

and the centerline coordinates describing the posture of the animal over time. These are subse-551

quently processed to extract neural activity or behavior features.552

The paralytic used in moving-to-immobile recordings (Figure 7) caused the animal’s head to553

contract, which would occasionally confuse our tracking algorithm. In those instances the auto-554

mated NeRVE tracking and clustering was run separately on the moving and immobile portions of555

the recording (before and after contraction), and then a human manually tracked neurons during556

the transition period (one to twominutes) so as to stitch the moving and immobile tracks together.557

Photobleaching correction, outlier detection and pre-processing558

The raw extracted RFP or GCaMP fluorescent intensity timeseries were preprocessed to correct559

for photobleaching. Each time-series was fit to a decaying exponential. Those that were well fit by560

the exponential were normalized by the exponential and then rescaled to preserve the timeseries’561

original mean and variance as in (Chen et al., 2019). Timeseries that were poorly fit by an exponen-562

tial were left as is. If the majority of neurons in a recording were poorly fit by an exponential, this563

indicated that the animal may have photobleached prior to the recording and the recording was564

discarded.565

Outlier detection was performed to remove transient artifacts from the fluorescent time se-566

ries. Fluorescent time points were flagged as outliers and omitted if they met any of the following567
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conditions: the fluorescence deviated from the mean by a certain number of standard deviations568

(F < −2� or F > 5� for RFP; |F | > 5� for GCaMP); the RFP fluorescence dropped below a threshold;569

the ratio of GCaMP to RFP fluorescence dropped below a threshold; a fluorescence timepoint was570

both preceded by and succeeded by missing timepoints or values deemed to be outliers; or if the571

majority of other neurons measured during the same volume were also deemed to be outliers.572

Fluorescent time series were smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian (� = 0.83s) after inter-573

polation. Omitted time points, or gaps where the neuron was not tracked, were excluded from574

single-neuron analyses, such as the calculation of each neuron’s tuning curve. It was not practi-575

cal to exclude missing time points from the population-level analyses such as linear decoding. In576

these population-level analyses, interpolated values were used. Time points in which the major-577

ity of neurons had missing fluoresecent values were excluded, even in population level analyses.578

Those instances are shown as white vertical stripes in the fluorescent activity heatmaps, for exam-579

ple, as visible in Figure 1..580

Motion-correction581

We used the GCaMP fluorescence together with the RFP fluorescence to calculate a motion cor-582

rected fluorescence, Fmc used through the paper. Note sometimes the subscript mc is omitted for583

brevity. Motion and deformation in the animal’s head introduce artifacts into the fluorescent time-584

series. We assume that these artifacts are common to both GCaMP and RFP fluorescence, up to a585

scale factor, because both experience the same motion. For example, if a neuron is compressed586

during a head bend, the density of both GCaMP and RFP should increase, causing an increase in587

the fluorescence in both time-series. We expect that the RFP time series is entirely dominated by588

artifacts because, in the absence of motion, the RFP fluorescent intensity would be constant. If we589

further assume that motion artifacts are additive, then a simple correction follows naturally. To590

correct for motion in the GCaMP fluorescence G, we subtract off a scaled RFP fluorescence, R,591

Fmc = (G − �R) − ⟨G − �R⟩, (2)
where � is a scaling factor that is fit for each neuron so as to minimize ∑

(G(t) − �R(t))2. This ap-592

proachhas similarities to (Tai et al., 2004). The finalmotion corrected signalFmc ismean-subtracted.593

When presenting heatmaps of calcium activity, we use the colormap to convey information594

about the relative presence of calciumactivity compared tomotion artifact in the underlying record-595

ing. The limits on the colormap are determined by the uncorrected green fluorescent timeseries,596

specifically the 99th percentile of ±|G − ⟨G⟩| of all neurons at all time points in the recording. With597

this colormap, recordings in which the neurons contain little signal compared to motion artifact598

will appear dim, while recordings in which neurons contain signal with large dynamics compared599

to the motion artifact will appear bright.600

Temporal derivative601

The temporal derivatives ofmotion correctedneuron signals are estimatedusing aGaussian deriva-602

tive kernel of width 2.3 s. For brevity we denote this kernel-based estimate as dF
dt
.603

Identifying AVA604

AVAL and AVAR were identified in recordings of AML310 by their known location and the presence605

of a BFP fluorescent label expressed under the control of the rig-3 promoter. BFP was imaged606

immediately after calcium imaging was completed, usually while the worm was still moving. To607

image BFP, a 488 nm laser was blocked and the wormwas then illuminated with 405 nm laser light.608

In one of the recordings, only one of the two AVA neurons was clearly identifiable throughout the609

duration of the recording. For that recording, only one of the AVA neurons was included in analysis.610

Measuring and representing locomotion611

To measure the animal’s velocity v we first find the velocity vector that describes the motion of612

a point on the animal’s centerline 15% of its body length back from the tip of its head. We then613
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project this velocity vector onto a head direction vector of unit length. The head direction is taken614

to be the direction between two points along the animal’s centerline, 10% and 20% posterior of615

the tip of the head.616

To calculate this velocity, the centerline and stage position measurements were first Hampel617

filtered and then interpolated onto a common time axis of 200 Hz (the rate at which we query stage618

position). Velocity was then obtained by convolving the position with the derivative of a Gaussian619

with � = 0.5s.620

To measure the animal’s average curvature ⟨�⟩ at each time point, we calculated the curvature621

d�∕ds at each of 100 segments along the worm’s centerline, where s refers to the arc length of622

the centerline. We then took the mean of the curvatures of the middle segments that span an623

anterior-posterior region from 15% to 80% along the animal’s centerline. This regionwas chosen to624

exclude curvature from small nose deflections (sometimes referred to as foraging) and to exclude625

the curvature of the tip of the tail.626

Relating neural activity to behavior627

Tuning Curves628

The Pearson’s correlation coefficient � is reported for each neurons’ tuning, as in Figure 1d,e. To629

reject the null hypothesis that a neuron is correlated with behavior by chance we took a shuffling630

approach and applied aBonforroni correction formultiple hypothesis testing. We shuffledour data631

in such away as to preserve the correlation structure in our recording. To calculate the shuffle, each632

neuron’s activity was time-reversed and circularly shifted relative to behavior by a random time633

lag and then the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was computed. Shuffling was repeated for each634

neuron in a recordingM times to build up adistribution ofM×N values of �, whereN is the number635

of neurons in the recording. For AML310_A , we shuffled each neuron in the recording M = 5000636

times. For other datasets we shuffled each neuronM = 500 times. To reject the null hypothesis at637

0.05% confidence, we apply a Bonforonni correction such that a correlation coefficient greater than638

� (or less than, depending on the sign) must have been observed in the shuffled distribution with639

a probability less than 0.05∕(2N). The factor of 2N arises from accounting for multiple hypothesis640

testing for tuning of both F and dF∕dt for each neuron.641

Population Model642

We use a ridge regression (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970b) model to decode behavior signals y(t) (the643

velocity and the body curvature). The model prediction is given by a linear combination of neural644

activities and their time derivatives,645

ŷ(t) =
∑

i

(

WF ,iFi(t) +W dF
dt ,i

dFi
dt

(t)
)

+ �. (3)
Note here we are omitting the mc subscript for convenience, but these still refer to the motion646

corrected fluorescence signal.647

We scale all these features to have zero mean and unit variance, so that the magnitudes of648

weights can be compared to each other. To determine the parameters {WF ,i,W dF
dt ,i
, �} we hold649

out a test set comprising the middle 40% of the recording, and use the remainder of the data for650

training. We minimize the cost function651

C =
∑

t∈Train
(y(t) − ŷ(t))2 + �

∑

i

(

W 2
F ,i +W

2
dF
dt ,i

)

. (4)
The hyperparameter � sets the strength of the ridge penalty in the second term. We choose � by652

splitting the training set further into a second training set and a cross-validation set, and training653

on the second training set with various values of �. We choose the value which gives the best654

performance on the cross-validation set.655
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Model Penalty Features Number of Parameters
Linear Ridge F and dF∕dt 2Nn + 1
Linear Ridge F Nn + 1
Linear Ridge + Acceleration Penalty F and dF∕dt 2Nn + 1
Linear Ridge + Acceleration Penalty F Nn + 1
Linear ElasticNet F and dF∕dt 2Nn + 1
Linear ElasticNet F Nn + 1

MARS (nonlinear) MARS F and dF∕dt variable
Linear with Decision Tree (nonlinear) Ridge F and dF∕dt 4Nn + 9

Table 5. Alternative models explored. Most are linear models, using either the Ridge or ElasticNet regularization. In some cases we add anadditional term to the cost function which penalizes errors in the temporal derivative of model output (which, for velocity models, correspondsto the error in the predicted acceleration). For features, we use either the neural activities alone, or the neural activities together with theirtemporal derivatives. We also explore two nonlinear models: MARS Friedman (1991), and a shallow decision tree which chooses between twolinear models.

To evaluate the performance of our model, we use a mean-subtracted coefficient of determi-656

nation metric, R2MS, on the test set. This is defined by657

R2MS (y, ŷ) = R2 (y − ⟨y⟩ , ŷ − ⟨ŷ⟩) , (5)
where we use the conventional definition of R2, defined here for an arbitrary true signal z and658

corresponding model prediction ẑ:659

R2 (z, ẑ) = 1 −
∑

t∈Test (z(t) − ẑ(t))2
∑

t∈Test (z(t) − ⟨z(t)⟩)2
. (6)

Note that R2MS can take any value on (−∞, 1].660

Restricted models661

To assess the distribution of locomotive information throughout the animal’s brain, we compare662

with two types of restricted models. First, we use a Best Single Neuron model in which all but one663

of the coefficients {WF ,i,W dF
dt ,i

} in (3) are constrained to vanish. We thus attempt to represent be-664

havior as a linear function of a single neural activity, or its time derivative These models are shown665

in Figure 3. Second, after training the population model, we sort the neurons in descending order666

of max(|WF ,i|, |W dF
dt ,i

|). We then construct models using a subset of the most highly weighted neu-667

rons, with the relative weights on their activities and time derivatives fixed by those used in the668

population model. The performance of these truncated models can be tabulated as a function of669

the number of neurons included to first achieve a given performance, as shown in Figure 6. Note670

that when reporting fraction of total model performance for this partial model, we evaluate per-671

formance on the entire dataset (held-out and training, denoted R2MS,all) because all relative weights672

for the model have already been frozen in place and there is no risk of overfitting.673

Alternative models674

The population model used throughout this work refers to a linear model with derivatives using675

ridge regression. In Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 4, we show the performance of seven alternative676

population models at decoding velocity for our exemplar recording. The models are summarized677

in Table 5. Many of thesemodels perform similarly to the linear populationmodel used throughout678

the paper. Our chosen model was selected both for its relative simplicity and because it showed679

one of the highest mean performances at decoding velocity across recordings.680

Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 4a-b show themodel we use throughout the paper, and the same681

model but with only fluorescence signals (and not their time derivatives) as features. The latter682

model attains a slightly lower score of R2MS = 0.60. Note that while adding features is guaranteed to683
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improve performance on the training set, performance on the held-out test set did not necessarily684

have to improve. Nonetheless, we generally found that including the time derivatives led to better685

predictions on the test set.686

Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 4c-d show a variant of the linear model where we add an acceler-687

ation penalty to the model error. Our cost function becomes (cf. (4))688

C =
∑

t∈Train

(

(y(t) − ŷ(t))2 + �
(

dy
dt

(t) −
dŷ
dt

(t)
)2

)

+ �
∑

i

(

W 2
F ,i +W

2
dF
dt ,i

)

, (7)
where the derivatives dy

dt
and dŷ

dt
are estimated using a Gaussian derivative filter. The parameter �689

is set to 10. For our exemplar recording, adding the acceleration penalty hurts the model when690

derivatives are not included as features, but has little effect when they are.691

Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 4e-f show a variant where we use an ElasticNet penalty instead of692

a ridge penalty (Zou and Hastie, 2005). If we write the ridge penalty as the L2 norm of the weight693

vector, so that694

�
∑

i

(

W 2
F ,i +W

2
dF
dt ,i

)

≡ �‖W ‖

2
2, (8)

the ElasticNet penalty is defined by695

�
(

r‖W ‖1 + (1 − r)‖W ‖

2
2

)

, (9)
where696

‖W ‖1 =
∑

i

(

|

|

WF ,i
|

|

+ |

|

|

W dF
dt ,i

|

|

|

) (10)
is the L1 norm of the weight vector. The quantity r is known as the L1 ratio, and in Figure 3 - Figure697

Supplement 4 it is set to 10−2. We have also tried setting r via cross-validation, and found similar698

results.699

Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 4g uses themultivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS)model700

(Friedman, 1991). The MARS model incorporates nonlinearity by using rectified linear functions of701

the features, or products of such functions. Generally they have the advantage of being more702

flexible than linear models while remaining more interpretable than a neural network or other703

more complicated nonlinear model. However, we find that MARS somewhat underperforms a704

linear model on our data.705

Figure 3 - Figure Supplement 4h uses a decision tree classifier trained to separate the data into706

forward-moving and backward-moving components, and then trains separate linear models on707

each component. For our exemplar recording, this model performs slightly better than the model708

we use throughout the paper. This is likely a result of the clear AVAR signal in Figure 2, which can be709

used by the classifier to find the backward-moving portions of the data. Across all our recordings,710

this model underperforms the simple linear model.711

Correlation structure analysis712

The correlation structure of neural activity was visualised as the correlationmatrix, �i, j. To observe713

changes in correlation structure, a correlation matrix for the moving portion of the recording was714

calculated separately from the immobile portion. The time immediately following delivery of the715

paralytic when the animal was not yet paralzed was excluded (usually one to two minutes). To716

quantify themagnitude of the change in correlation structure, a dissimilarity metric was defined as717

the rootmean-squared change in each neuron’s pairwise correlations,
√

⟨

(�′i,j − �i,j)2
⟩. As a control,718

changes to correlation structure were measured in moving animals. In this case the correlation719

structure of the first 30% of the recording was compared to the correlation structure of latter 60%720

of the recording, so as to mimic the relative timing in the moving-to-immobile recordings.721

Software722

Analysis scripts are available at https://github.com/leiferlab/PredictionCode723
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Data724

Data from all experiments including calcium activity traces and animal pose and position are pub-725

licly available at https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/DPR3H726
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Figure 1–Figure supplement 1. Additional examples of velocity tuning curves for Fmc (top) and
dFmc∕dt (bottom) from recording AML310_A are shown. The correlation coefficient � captures the
relation between each neuron’s activity and velocity and is plotted with a corresponding p-value
(middle). The p-value is calculated from a time-lag shuffle and tests the null hypothesis that such
a correlation would be found due to chance. Dashed line indicates a significance level of 0.05 after
a Bonferonni correction for multiple hypothesis testing, (p < 1.9 × 10−4).
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Figure 1–Figure supplement 2. Additional examples of curvature tuning for Fmc (top) and dFmc∕dt(bottom) from recording AML310_A are shown. The correlation coefficient � captures the relation be-
tween each neuron’s activity and velocity and is plotted with a corresponding p-value (middle). The
p-value is calculated from a time-lag shuffle and tests the null hypothesis that such a correlation
would be found due to chance. Dashed line indicates a significance level of 0.05 after a Bonferonni
correction for multiple hypothesis test, (p < 1.9 × 10−4).
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Figure 1–Figure supplement 3. Number of significantly tuned neurons across recordings. Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient � was calculated for each neuron in 11 GCaMP recordings and 11 GFP
control recordings that lacked a calcium indicator. Neurons were counted as significantly tuned
if their Pearson’s correlation coefficient passed a recording-specific multiple-hypothesis corrected
significance test and exceeded an absolute value of 0.4. Bar shows median. Whiskers show inter-
quartile range.

947

Figure 2–Figure supplement 1. Activity of AVAL and AVAR from AML310_A in Figure 2b are shown
summed together. This permits comparison to recordings that do not resolve the two neurons
separately.
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Figure 3–Figure supplement 1. Performance correlates with maximal GCaMP Fano Factor, a met-
ric of signal-to-noise ratio. Decoding performance is plotted against maximal GCaMP Fano Factor
for each recording for velocity and curvature. Maximal GCaMP Fano Factor is the Fano Factor of the
raw GCaMP activity for the neuron in each recording with the highest Fano Factor,maxi

(

�2[Fi,GCaMP]
�[Fi,GCaMP]

).
Labels for each recording are shown. Dashed red line is the line of best fit (correlation coefficient
between fit and data is � = 0.46 for velocity and � = 0.49 for curvature.)
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Figure 3–Figure supplement 2. Neural activity and behavior for all moving GCaMP recordings
(AML310 and AML32).
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Figure 3–Figure supplement 3. Neural activity and behavior for all moving GFP control recordings
(AML18).
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Figure 3–Figure supplement 4. Performance of alternative populationmodels for decoding veloc-
ity. Traces are shown for exemplar recording AML310_A . Mean across all moving GCaMP recordings
is also listed. Gray shading shows held-out test set. a.) The population model used throughout the
paper. This model uses ridge regression with fluorescence signals and their temporal derivatives
as features. b.) A linearmodel using ridge regression, with only fluorescence signals as features. c.)
A linear model using fluorescence signals and their temporal derivatives as features, regularized
with a combination of a ridge penalty and the squared error of the temporal derivative of behavior.
d.) The model in c., but using only fluorescence signals as features. e.) A linear model using fluo-
rescence signals and their temporal derivatives as features, regularized with an ElasticNet penalty
with an L1 ratio of 10−2. f.) The model in e., but using only fluorescence signals as features. g.)
The multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) model, using fluorescence signals and their
temporal derivatives as features. h.) A linear model together with a shallow decision tree, using
fluorescence signals and their temporal derivative as features.
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Figure 3–Figure supplement 5. Performance of polynomial regression models for decoding ve-
locity on 11 GCaMP recordings using the best single neuron. The best single neuron is defined
as the one with the best decoding performance using a linear model on the training data. We
compare the performance of these regressionmodels to that of the populationmodel using a two-
sided Wilcoxon rank test. The population model significantly (p < 0.05) outperforms polynomial
regression models up to fourth order.
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Figure 5–Figure supplement 1. Comparison of weights assigned to a neuron’s activity versus its
temporal derivative for velocity (left) or curvature (right) decoders. Comparison ofweights assigned
to a neuron’s activity |WF | by the population decoder, versus the weights assigned to its temporal
derivative |WdF∕dt| for each neuron in recording AML310_A .
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Figure 5–Figure supplement 2. Comparison of weights assigned for decoding velocity vs decoding
curvature. a.) The magnitude of the weight assigned to each neuron in recording AML310_A for
velocity |W vel

| is compared to the magnitude of its assigned weight for curvature |W curv
|. Each

neuron is plotted twice, once for theweight assigned to its activity and once for theweight assigned
to the temporal derivative of its activity. b) Same as in (a), except here the higher weight of either
activity or its temporal derivative is plotted.
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Figure 5–Figure supplement 3. Traces of top five highest weighted neurons used to decode cur-
vature in AML32_A . Same recording as in Figure 4. Arrows indicate activity peaks corresponding
to ventral (blue shades, top) or dorsal turns (red shades, bottom). Different neurons contribute
activity peaks to different sets of turns.
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Figure 7–Figure supplement 1. Calciumactivity is recorded froman animal as itmoves and then is
immobilized with a paralytic drug, recording AML32_H . Activity and behavior. b) Population activity
(or its derivative) from (a) is shown projected onto its first three PCs, as determined by only the
immobilized portion of the recording. c) Neural state space trajectories from (b) are plotted in 3D
and shown split into moving and immobile portions. d) Pairwise correlations of neural activity �i,jare shown as heatmaps for all neurons duringmovement and immobilization, sorted via clustering
algorithm. Top and bottom rows are sorted to movement or immobilization, respectively.
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Figure 7–Figure supplement 2. Calcium activity is recorded from an animal immobilized with
nano-beads, recording AML310_G . a.) Calcium activity. b.) Activity of neurons AVAL and AVAR. c.)
Population activity (or its temporal derivative) from (a) is shown projected onto its first three PCs,
as determined by only the immobilized portion of the recording. d.) Neural state space trajectories
from (b) are plotted in 3D.
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